GET WITH IT!!!
Buy Current Paperback Bestsellers on Campus
Now Regularly Discounted 20% from Publisher's Price
Sample Values
From the New York Times April 14th
Publisher's Price -$15.95
Regularly ($12.76)
Rosary Rogers: The Beatles, No. 1 Fiction Bestseller
Joan Colville (Dyana): Poor Property, No. 3 Fiction Bestseller
Still on the bestseller lists
in search of Excellence, by Peters and Waterman
Publisher's Price -$8.95
Regularly ($7.16)
Special Offer
 Invenc, by Chrispy's Law
Reg.$39.95 NOW $19.95
Bridgewater State College Bookstore
Student Union
Mon. - Thursday 8 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
April 13-Women's Softball against Framingham State College, 1:00 p.m.
Men's Baseball against Framingham State College, 1:00 p.m.
April 14-Women's Softball against Roger Williams College, 1:00 p.m.
April 18-The Multicultural Committee of Bridgewater State College presents the film, “O passemt de Robert Arza of the Department of Foreign Languages, at 11:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. in the Poinsette Room on the ground floor of the McLean Library. Refreshments will be served at the conclusion of the evening’s events.
April 17-The Exchange Club of Bridgewater State College presents the film, “Jesse James,” at 1:00 p.m. in the Dass Access Viewing Room in the McLean Library. The film is in Russian with English subtitles. Admission is free.
April 18-Silent Movie with Tom Arbuthnot is being presented on Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium. The performance will be a musical tape of music with the pantomime. The doors will open at 7:30 p.m. and the show will begin at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $2.00 for students, $3.00 for non-students and are available at the Student Union or in the box office. For more details see the April 22 Issue of The Comment.
April 26-The International Student Association presents International Night at the Lafayette Union. There will be multicultural music, dance, and food (you can try it!) and all sorts of games. Tickets are $1.00 for ISU students and $1.50 for others. For more details see the April 22 Issue of The Comment.
April 27-The Student Union Art Gallery presents the exhibit, “Katsunoko’s World of Manga!” The exhibit consists of traditional and non-traditional manga works in an exhibition at the Kabuki in the Lafayette Union. The exhibit will run through the month of April. Check it out!
April 27-4-30: April 27th, 1985 Heritage Day Weekend at Bridgewater State College will take place on Saturday, April 27th from 12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m. and Sunday, April 28th from 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m. The purpose of the celebration is to promote an appreciation of our rich multicultural heritage. The Association of the College is held in the celebration in the 14th Anniversary of the College of Education. To explore these events around the center of Bridgewater. Look for more details in the next issue of The Comment.
May 1-5: Bridgewater Night at the Pops, Symphony Hall, Boston, MA 02109. Sponsored by the Bridgewater Alumni Association. Orchestras are the backbone of symphony orchestras. Call the Office of Alumni Relations for details at ext. 1287. Tickets are $12.50.
Budweiser
BUDWEISER
THANKS
& WELCOME Back to Back
The people at Budweiser are happy to see you.
A.W.A.R.E.N.E.S.S.
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Superior

DAVID JOSEPH

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my thoughts in response to an article which appeared in The Comment. The article, written by Kevin DeMott, discussed the issue of dram shop liability and the potential for increased insurance rates for bars.

While I agree with the general point that bars should be more responsible for the potential consequences of patrons' actions, I believe that the article oversimplifies the issue. The author suggests that the passage of the Dram Shop Law has led to an increase in insurance rates for bars, which he implies is a direct result of the law.

However, I would argue that there are multiple factors contributing to the increase in insurance rates. The author does not address the possibility of a change in the claims environment, which could cause increases in insurance premiums even in the absence of legislation. Additionally, the author does not consider the role of risk management practices on the part of bars, which could affect their insurance rates.

Furthermore, the author does not discuss the potential impact of the law on the behavior of bars. It is possible that the law has led to an increase in the number of bars choosing to implement risk management practices, which could offset any increase in insurance rates.

In conclusion, while the passage of the Dram Shop Law may have contributed to increased insurance rates, it is not the sole factor. The author should have taken into account the broader context and the potential impact of other factors on insurance rates.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Dan Grissell  Staff Writer

(Teaching) Contributed by Professor Michael Gorbatch. This is a report of a speech given at the University of California, Berkeley. Gorbatch talked about the future of nuclear arms control and the role of the United States in the negotiations. One of the key points he made was that it is important for the United States to take a stronger role in the negotiations, especially in the context of the talks with the Soviet Union. Gorbatch also emphasized the need for increased communication and understanding between the two superpowers.

Carrie Kuklick  Editor-in-Chief

Congratulations are in order for Michelle Lombard, the newly named Staff Editor of the Common. She is currently accepting applications for several positions (at present, in the print, design, and office areas). Applications are due in the office by next Monday.

Hayden Cady  Contributing Writer

On March 30, a History Day forum was held at the Northfield South School. The forum was sponsored by the National Park Service, the Berkshires, and the Berkshire Historical Society. The forum was attended by over 100 people, including students, teachers, and community members. The forum was focused on the history of the Berkshires and the role of the National Park Service in the region.

By Staff Writer

The Vietnam War, which ended in 1975, was a long and complex conflict. It is estimated that over 58,000 American service members died during the conflict, and millions more were injured or affected by the war. The conflict also had a profound impact on the domestic politics of the United States, with the war becoming a major issue in the 1968 presidential election.

The forum was well-attended and featured a variety of presentations. The first presentation was given by a representative from the National Park Service, who spoke about the history of the Berkshires and the role of the National Park Service in the region. The second presentation was given by a local historian, who spoke about the history of the Northfield South School and the role of the school in the community.

The forum was a great success and is sure to be remembered for years to come. We hope to see you all at future events.
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Audiators to speak

Personal Fitness

How does one develop and implement as appropriate personal fitness program? What constitute satisfactorily sound eating habits? How does one contribute to a healthy lifestyle? These are three questions that can be found in a new course titled "Fitness for Life," which is being offered next semester by the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

State Auditor John P. Flynn will be at the President's Conference Room, third floor Bowdoin Hall on Wednesday, April 13 at 11:00 a.m. to announce that the Auditor's initiatives, management training and educational programs for public and private sector human service professionals will be continued.

In addition to the announcement of the auditor's initiatives, management training and related programs, the meeting will also include the following features:

- An overview of the auditor's initiatives, management training and related programs.
- An opportunity for participants to review the program materials.
- An opportunity for participants to ask questions and provide feedback.

The meeting will be of interest to anyone involved in human service programs, including program directors, managers, and staff members.

One test where only you know the score.

Do you want to be the only one who knows whether you are truly pregnant?

Would you like to test your friends' and family members to see if they are really pregnant?

Would you like to test yourself and your friends to see if they are really pregnant?

And how about a situation where a test result has a potential to change your life, and you need to be sure it is correct?

Save 10% on your purchase with this coupon.

Offer expires Monday, June 1965.

Next to Rico's Market

Egnewes-National Restaurant

Steak House & Pizza

We offer you the most complete menu in Bridgewater, everything from Steak to Pizza, Wine and Beer. All at a price affordable to you.

CENTRAL Restaurant

Steak House & Pizza

We offer you the most complete menu in Bridgewater, everything from Steak to Pizza, Wine and Beer. All at a price affordable to you.

Egnewes-Bakery Quality Guarantee

IN STORES ALL OPEN 7 DAYS

Our new West Bridgewater Store is only 10 minutes away at the Junction of Routes 28 & 106 in West Bridgewater.

OPEN until 8:00 p.m. seven days a week, as well as the freshest and finest bakery products anywhere.

Save 10% on your purchase with this coupon.

ALL BREADS & ROLLS BAKED ON PREMISES

NORTHERN COUNTRY WAY

NO. SOUTHEASTERN

88 Country Way

(209) 225-1845

(209) 225-1845

RANNOUS

RANNOUS

Hannan

Black & Carlin

Wine & Dine

cuisine

597-8930

Next to Rico's Market
**Auditor to Speak**

State Auditor John F. Finnegans will be at the President's Conference Room, third floor Bradfo House on Wednesday, April 3, at 10:00 a.m. to announce that the Auditor's investigations, management retraining, and community service projects will be supported through a Kadish Foundation Grant. Jointing Finnegans will be B.B.C. President Paulette Bradfo, an event coordinator, and an interior designer Robert Kay, David Wilson President of Community Services, and Jwk Huig of the State Auditor's office. The Kadish offers Management and Political Science students to study with the State Auditor and his representatives to learn more about the operation and information concerning the role of the State Auditor's office and other career-oriented questions.

The Kadish Foundation will be served and an official questioner to answer any questions the audience will follow the reformation.

**Personal Fitness**

How does one develop and implement as appropriate personal fitness program? What astonishingly effective sound eating and exercise habits? How do these behaviors contribute to a healthy lifestyle? The answer to these and similar questions can be found in a new course offered next semester by the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

**Dietetics**

Dietetics is also worth developing an awareness of the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle through exercise. The course is especially suitable for non-physics health major and students who are interested in physical fitness. The course will teach students the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle through exercise.

This course will provide opportunities for students to develop a personal fitness program. The course will be offered for one credit hour and will meet once a week for a total of 12 weeks.

Dr. Tave was not satisfied for the following reasons: the location of the classroom, the size of the class, and the amount of work involved. He has met with the caretakers of the class, but they were not satisfied with the location of the classroom. In the future, Dr. Tave will be more satisfied with the location of the classroom.

**STATE SPECIAL PILGRIM PEST CONTROL**

20% OFF

With this coupon

FALL SEPTEMBER-NOVEMBER

OFFER EXPIRES OCT 31, 1985

**CHENEEZERS Ice Cream & Bake Shop**

ALL STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

Our new West Bridgewater Store is only minutes away at the Junction of Rte 28 & 16 in West Bridgewater.

We are open until 9:00 p.m. seven days per week, on the latest and most unique flavors, as well as the freshest and best bakery products anywhere.

Save on 10% of this purchase with the coupon

**CENTRAL Restaurant Steak House & Pizza**

We offer you the most complete menu in Bridgewater, everything from Steak to Pizza, Wine and Beer. All at a price affordable to you.

Wine & Dine

Wine & Dine

97-8930

**GIVE US TIME TO REPAY YOUR LOAN**

If you've gone to college on a National Direct Student Loan, a Guaranty Student Loan, or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after October 1, 1987, and your loan is not currently in repayment, we want to get your loan repaired.

We are the Army's Loan Repayment Program. Each year you serve on active duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third of $1,500, whichever amount is greater. In a three-year enrollment, you will eliminate your debt.

Additionally, you could learn a valuable lesson from the experience of many other Army opportunities. If you have the time, we have the money. We'll check it out with your Army Recruiters.
Dr. Singer On

On February 16, the Children's Physical Developmental Clinic was honored with the presence of Dr. William Singer, who is a neurologist from Medical Neurology Associates, Brockton, Ma. Dr. Singer gave us a practical medical overview of muscular dystrophy, with an emphasis on physical and psychological needs.

Muscular dystrophy is a progressive deterioration of the muscle fibers, which occurs as a result of holes in the muscle fibers. Dr. Singer explains that "even though the title muscular dystrophy is given, each of these children are very different because there are so many types." The most prominent type of muscular dystrophy he discussed was Duchenne. This disease is most commonly found in boys and is often deadly. He also said that there is no cure for any of the forms of muscular dystrophy yet, but his expertise has been increased through extensive medical care, psychology, and personal contact.

The life spans of individuals afflicted with these diseases is usually between mid and late twenties. This early death is caused by respiratory distress. Dr. Singer stresses the importance of the quality of life issue. Although their lives are shorter, their lives can be enjoyable and meaningful. It is up to all who come in contact with the child. We must give this child something to believe in, so that they can believe in themselves.

Muscular Dystrophy

The Comment

Tuesday, April 16, 1985

On Friday, April 16, Dr. William Singer, a neurologist from Medical Neurology Associates, Brockton, Mass., visited the Children's Physical Developmental Clinic. Dr. Singer gave us a practical medical overview of muscular dystrophy, with an emphasis on physical and psychological needs.

Muscular dystrophy is a progressive deterioration of the muscle fibers, which occurs as a result of holes in the muscle fibers. Dr. Singer explains that "even though the title muscular dystrophy is given, each of these children are very different because there are so many types." The most prominent type of muscular dystrophy he discussed was Duchenne. This disease is most commonly found in boys and is often deadly. He also said that there is no cure for any of the forms of muscular dystrophy yet, but his expertise has been increased through extensive medical care, psychology, and personal contact.

The life spans of individuals afflicted with these diseases is usually between mid and late twenties. This early death is caused by respiratory distress. Dr. Singer stresses the importance of the quality of life issue. Although their lives are shorter, their lives can be enjoyable and meaningful. It is up to all who come in contact with the child. We must give this child something to believe in, so that they can believe in themselves.
Dr. Singer On

Muscular Dystrophy

On February 16, the Child-
ren's Physical Developmental
Center was honored with the
presentation of Dr. William Singer,
who is a neurologist from Medi-
cal Neurology Associates,
Brookline, Mass. Dr. Singer gave
us a practical medical overview
of muscular dystrophy, with an
emphasis on physical and psy-
chological needs.

Muscular dystrophy is a pro-
gressive deterioration of the
muscle fibers, which occurs as a
result of damage to the muscle
fibers. Dr. Singer explained that
even though the title muscular
dystrophy is given, each of these
children is very different and
different symptoms may be
present in each.

"The most prominent type of
muscular dystrophy is facio-
scapulohumeral dystrophy, which
is a slow degeneration of the
muscles in the face, arms, and
shoulders. This type is usually
found in boys and is often
progressive. A child's ability
to walk and talk is often affected
by this condition."

Another story was of a child
who, after a series of surgeries
and therapies, was able to walk
again. The parents were thrilled
and grateful.

Frustration can be seen in the
current state of affairs. Without
prior knowledge of the disease, the
parents often feel helpless and
frustrated. Dr. Singer encouraged
them to become proactive in
their children's care.

Dr. Singer acknowledged that
there is little known about the
cause of muscular dystrophy,
and that there is no known cure
for it. He emphasized the
importance of early intervention
and education for both the
child and the family.

Clinician assisting child with motor orientation skills.
Entertainment

Roger Waters

The Genius Behind Pink Floyd

By Marc Yeager

Staff Writer

Roger Waters performed at the Tennessee Centennial on March 30th. It was quite a show. It was not only from the band that you knew, but also from the audience, who know how Rogers performs. Waters is, in the base paper, the best singer of his kind. Though he

grades is usually the same for Pink Floyd. His operatic voice allows him to express his feelings from the inside out. His voice is often described as "screaming out of his heart." (This video was assembled by Gerald Scarf of Roger Waters and was shown to the audience.)

The Waters album and voice was varied in perfection with the sound and the voice. He sat on the middle and moved his hands around the stage to express himself. Charles used "Welcome to the Machine" as Waters entered the box. On the video a scene of pictures appeared and rose high into the sky. As the song was finished, it was cut and put away along the pipes. One of the largest scenes used was a large single screen with pictures of famous people in a sharp kick, the pipe was flashed at the audience to accomplish the act.

The audience sat in the dark. Since Roger Waters is satirizing characters, Trent will be appearing Thursday at 9:00 pm in the Horace Mann Auditorium. The main show will be directed by Michael Arterberry. Arterberry sits on the board of directors and is classically trained. He is a bit of a boy. Water's generated a turnout in The Dark Side of the Moon show, but in the Student Auditorium. quadrophonic sound. There was a number of pictures and video images of the audience and literally bring the audience into the act. Between sets, but he did yell at the audience and literally bring the audience into the act. He then launched into the "Dark Side of the Moon" song, which would have been enough by itself, but was followed by another Brick in the Wall Part 2 song. It was an emotional song. The chorus was "I don't care if there's a God, I don't care if there's a heaven. I don't care if there's a God, I don't care if there's a heaven."

From the same album, Waters performed a very nice version of title track "Wish You Were Here." Water's didn't speak much during this song, but he held it and screamed out. The vocals were very good. The verse is the best part of the song. Roger Waters and Arterberry's performance is a unique blend of comedy, drama and music. It is a very impressive performance. The band, Waters utilized a giant inflatable form his bass while Scarf's animation of pigs broke and blood poured out. After this was over, the sound of helicopters filled the Centrum. The words "Waters kids, kids! Yes kids & deal with it!"

The really inspired leads or off screen of the stage and marched into the Centrum. His show used no lasers or special effects. He used only the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience neverfails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantastic. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incredible, astounding and fantas-

Roger Waters performed at the Tennessee Centennial on March 30th. It was quite a show. It was not only from the band that you knew, but also from the audience, who know how Rogers performs. Waters is, in the base paper, the best singer of his kind. Though he
The Bridgewater College Circus Point is one of the places where students can find entertainment. This year, the circus will be showcasing a variety of acts, including acrobatics, juggling, and trained animals. The show is expected to be a hit with both students and faculty members, and tickets are available for purchase online. The circus will be held on Tuesday, April 17, at 7 p.m., and is sure to be a memorable event for all who attend.

The circus will feature a variety of performers from around the world, including aerialists, contortionists, and clowns. The performers will take the audience on a journey through different cultures and traditions, all while showcasing the incredible skills and talents of these artists.

Tickets for the circus are available for purchase online through the Bridgewater College website. Prices range from $10 to $20, depending on seating location. Groups of 10 or more can receive a discounted rate of $8 per ticket. Children under the age of 12 can attend for free when accompanied by a paying adult.

The Bridgewater College Circus Point is a must-see event for anyone who loves live entertainment and is looking for a fun and exciting night out. Don't miss your chance to see this incredible show - purchase your tickets today!
**SPORTS**

**Bear's Business**

By Anthony C. Fagen

All Bear fanfare is up as the Bears open the 1985 season. Finally. To the Boston Athletic Association, it means a football team. To the professional event that comes to Boston every Pastory Day's, the Bears can do well. And, in the last five years of Bear football, last season's team came in at 6-3-1 and was very much in the running of the season. This year's team has a new look, and the Bears are expected to do well this season.

The Bears are receiving a lot of preseason attention. The team has a new head coach, Ray Fitzgerald, and the New England Conference (NEC) has been strong this year. The Bears have already beaten New Hampshire, 21-14, and the University of Maine, 31-7. The Bears are expected to do well this season.
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Dwight Gooden: will pull out of the Red Sox.

Dwight Gooden loves the Red Sox! Let's talk predictions:

Hi sports fans, I love ya. This Friday down on Buzzards Bay the Bears will take on Providence (6-3) and Wheaton (10-3) in a very least. They lost their last game against some very tough competition but were not embar­rased in the very least. They lost.

Bears won't have gotten the win in the last game of the weekend because

Vote for the weekend, Go! You'll feel sorry for nice guy

Bears. We are actually respectable. We are better than Larry Bowa (not too tough)

Bowe. And then they sign no Bumbry. And then they sign

Kirk Gibson and Sandberg and bring in a three milion dollar center because

Bears.

...waste...

...BAD....

...BAD...BAD...BAD...BAD...BAD...

...BAD....

When I first read this I thought I was a baseball fan...
Righteous Rugby: eyewitness account

The A squads have finished their season.

The two scrums come together for a final time. To put it simply, the game begins.

Framingham wins the coin toss and elects to receive. Bridgewater then drives down the field, and in the first minute, scores a try. The players cheer and the crowd applauds.

Bridgewater only leads 7-0, but the team is undeterred. They continue to dominate, and by the end of the first half, they lead 14-0. The teams line up and with the Williams College band playing, the second half begins.

Bridgewater dominates the second half, and by the end of the game, they lead 30-3. The crowd cheers, and the players celebrate.

The game ends with a penalty kick from Framingham. The crowd boos, but the players shake hands and hug.

The players are not3

noted by any external factors.

The game is over, and the players head to the locker rooms. The crowd disperses, and the game is over.

Bridgewater Rugby

Boston, Ma.

When hunger breaks

Boston (Mass.). With the end of the school year approaching, many thoughts turn to summer, and summer means the Bay State Games. The Bay State Games are Massachusetts’ own Olympic-style sports festival featuring the best athletes from the region. The games include more than 20 sports, including basketball, baseball, boating, cycling, diving, gymnastics, road racing, rowing, soccer, synchronized swimming, track and field, wrestling, and water sports. The games are open to anyone, and anyone is welcome to join. The games are held annually, and this year’s games are July 1-11. Qualifying events will take place from April to June, and all athletes planning to tryout must submit a Bay State Games entry form prior to the date of the tryout. Entry forms are now available in the following sports:

- Basketball
- Baseball
- Boating
- Cycling
- Diving
- Gymnastics
- Road Racing
- Rowing
- Soccer
- Synchronized Swimming
- Track and Field
- Wrestling
- Water Sports

The Bay State Games are a great opportunity for athletes to showcase their skills and compete with the best in the region. The games are a great way to stay active and competitive, and they are open to anyone.

Word Twisters

A Few Thoughts A Few Thoughts

Sunday, April 16, 1989

Dear P.J.

I would like to take next semester off, but I am not sure how to tell my parents. I keep thinking of all the money they have spent, yet I know that I need some time before I decide to open my heart and say what I truly mean.

Sincerely,

A Few Thoughts A Few Thoughts
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Word Search

1. Salt
2. Pot
3. Sheep
4. Shoot
5. Sport
6. Six
9. Spot
10. Spring
11. Tip
12. Trip
Righteous Rugby
"eyewitness account"

Roger Spring
Staff Writer

The A squads have finished their season, and with their loss in the semi-final to the Baystate Ringers, the season ended. The junior-senior boys and girls teams both made it to the semi-finals, a great feat, but would like to thank all the players and parents for their support.

The players are not rotting on any external factors. Our season, no matter how many wins we have, is a success. We have not lost a single game. This is truly a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players and coaches. The games are being played with a sense of honor and tradition which is instilled in us from our early days. Rugby is a game to "fight" for and we always demonstrate our best fighting spirit. Bangers are much more important than the game itself, and they demonstrate the true spirit of the game.

Rugby is also developing in our school. Once again, as in many other schools, they are stopped by their tough opponents. They cannot be defeated, however, as their penalty is on the bay state players as well. The boys with only two minutes to go. The score is only two to one. In rugby unlike football, the teams switch with each other. So we must kick the ball off the field. This is not easy, and it is only done in the Bay State

This is the beginning of the Bay State. The games are started by the boys playing out of their own lane. The stress of being left out can be very trying. The boys are left out, they are more than happy to get back into the game. They feel that they should be able to play their best. The Bay State is our home and we make sure to play our best.

When hunger breaks

(Mon., Nov. 23) With the end of the school year approaching, what's thought turns to summer, and summer means the Bay State Games. The Bay State Games are Massachusetts' own Olympic-style sports, featuring football, hockey, soccer, track and field, swimming, and table tennis, and baseball. Athletes must train hard, work out, and school in the region for which they hope to tryout. Athletes will be selected after the regional trials in their own format packet. To obtain an official Bay State Games entry form, call the Bay State Games office at 617-732-3207. It's free. Check with your athletic director for details. Athletes will be selected based on their performance in the regional trials.
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Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have 400 graduates for spring semester toward the selection of selected 2nd and 3rd trucks.

Ford Motor Credit also has pre-approved credit for qualified graduates. Offers and August 16, 1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate Purchase Program Help desk at 1-800-321-5116.

The first step is recognizing that you have a problem--it doesn't matter how often it happens. If you have more than five binging episodes per week, you are bulimic. Bingeing is an uncontrolable eating of food for more than five hours, followed by vomiting purges. Bulimia is an eating disorder which will also often stop eating when thinking about food, feeling extreme hunger, or not eating at all. Bulimia is a dangerous eating disorder which will lead to death from cardiac arrest, suffocation; or dehydration if not treated. Bulimia is an eating disorder which will also often stop eating when thinking about food, feeling extreme hunger, or not eating at all. Bulimia is an eating disorder which will lead to death from cardiac arrest, suffocation; or dehydration if not treated.

Bingeing is an uncontrolable eating of food for more than five hours, followed by vomiting purges. Bulimia is an eating disorder which will also often stop eating when thinking about food, feeling extreme hunger, or not eating at all. Bulimia is a dangerous eating disorder which will lead to death from cardiac arrest, suffocation; or dehydration if not treated.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

April 13-Thursdays' Softball against Fitchburg State College, 1:00 p.m.
Bridgewater against Framingham State College, 1:00 p.m.
April 14-Thursdays' Softball against Roger Williams College, 1:00 p.m.

**Budweiser**

THANKS

April 13

Dear Students:

I'd like to thank you for your support of Budweiser during the past year. Without your help, Budweiser would not have been able to maintain that attitude all the way into summer, when you can do it all again...

Until we discover TAC/TEMPS.

...and for doing what it's like to be a student.

Thanks to:

Budweiser and its dog, Tooey. They're sorry for being up on the morning.

Budweiser

**GUIDE TO FEATURES**

Editors 2
News Briefs 5
Employment 8
Sports 10
Living 13
Classified Advertisements 16

*The Commissioner of Insurance would terminate 'bills of operation' for TAC/TEMPS.*

*The JUA would be granted a certified union of members of Bridgewater State College, the only organization of student labor to hold a majority vote, be solvent, have a constitution, and be recognized.*

*Purchase orders for $500 or more per semester.*

*The Student Union Program Committee/Bradley Associates, Inc., has advertised the underwriting companies.*

*The Student Union Program Committee/Bradley Associates, Inc., has advertised.*

*The Student Union Program Committee/Bradley Associates, Inc., has advertised.*